A new engineering-driven factor analysis (EDFA) method has been developed to assist the variation source identification for multistage manufacturing processes (MMPs). The proposed method investigated how to fully utilize qualitative engineering knowledge of the spatial variation patterns to guide the factor rotation. It is shown that ideal identification can be achieved by matching the rotated factor loading vectors with the qualitative indicator vectors (IV) that are defined according to spatial variation patterns based on the design constraints. However, the random sampling variability may significantly affect the estimation of the rotated factor loading vectors, leading to the deviations from their true values. These deviations may change the matching results and cause misidentification of the actual variation sources. By using implicit differentiation approach, this paper derives the asymptotic distribution and the associated variance-covariance matrix of the rotated factor loading vectors. Therefore, by considering the effect of sample estimation variability, the variation sources identification problem is reformulated as an asymptotic statistical test of the hypothesized match between the rotated factor loading vectors and the indicator vectors. A real-world case study is provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed matching method and its robustness to the sample uncertainty.
Introduction
Multistage manufacturing processes (MMPs) are widely used to perform complex manufacturing operations for producing sophisticated products. In such MMPs, there are generally numerous variation sources that potentially contribute to the variations of key product characteristics (KPCs). It is always desirable to conduct the variation reduction by effectively identifying the underlying variation sources for process correction decisions [1] . However, the variation source identification for MMPs is a challenging task due to the complex variation patterns induced by potentially multiple variation sources at different manufacturing stages.
A multistage automotive body assembly process is a typical MMP with numerous KPCs and potential variation sources. For example, as shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(d), three side-panel parts, Part A, Part B and Part C, are assembled at two stages to form an automotive side aperture. In order to monitor dimensional integrity, 19 quality features (F 1 -F 19 ) distributed on the side aperture, are measured. The 38 coordinates of these 19 quality features are defined as the KPCs and their measurements are denoted as y. The variation sources of MMPs are mainly the tooling elements used to locate and join parts and/or subassemblies, including locating pins, clamps, welding-guns, etc. The dimensional deviations of variation sources, denoted as u in Fig. 1 , will cause the deviations of the KPCs from their designated positions. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , a positive deviation of the four-way pin P 1 along Z direction will cause the deviation of Part A from its nominal position at stage 1. At stage 2, subassembly A&B has to be reoriented to fit the locating hole on Part A to pin P 5 . Thus, the deviations introduced at stage 1 are propagated to stage 2 and the whole subassembly A&B will deviate from its nominal position, even though all the locating pins, P 5 -P 8 , are perfectly located at their nominal positions. As a result, the first 32 elements of y that correspond to F 1 -F 16 on subassembly A&B will have nonzero deviations from their nominal values, whereas the last six elements of y that correspond to F 17 -F 19 on Part C will have no deviations. This relationship between variation sources and KPCs can be described by a spatial pattern vector (SPV), c P1 Z , whose first 32 elements are nonzero and its last six elements are zeros. In this case, SPV is denoted as c P1 Z ¼ # T 32 0 T 6 Â Ã T , where the subscript " P1 Z " indicates the variation source; # 32 is a 32 Â 1 vector with all the elements nonzero, and 0 6 is a 6 Â 1 zero vector. When the values of elements in # 32 are unknown, a SPV can be qualitatively represented as an IV, which sets the elements corresponding to nonzero elements in SPV as 1's and keeps the elements corresponding to zero elements in SPV as 0's. For instance, the IV for c P1 Z is denoted as s P1 Z , where s P1 Z ¼ 1
Â Ã T , and 1 32 is a 32 Â 1 vector with all elements equal to 1. In this paper, it is assumed that different variation sources will have distinct SPVs. Furthermore, it is assumed that IVs are different from each other, i.e., for a given IV, c a , there is at least one different element in any pair of IVs. The different SPVs with the same IVs can be grouped and represented by one single IV. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , a positive deviation of the four-way pin P 3 along Z direction will only affect the KPCs on Part B at stage 1 and their deviations will not be propagated to other parts at stage 2. Thus, the SPV of P 3_Z is c P3 Z ¼ 0 SPVs that describe the relationships between KPC measurements, y, and variation sources, u. Such relationships can be defined, by a generic linear model, as
where y (y 2 < pÂ1 ) is a vector of random dimensional deviations of p KPCs. Vector u (u 2 < MÂ1 ) consists of the random deviations of M potential variation sources. The M column vectors in matrix C (C 2 < pÂM ) are the SPVs of the M potential variation sources. Measurement errors are represented by vector v (v 2 < pÂ1 ). Existing methods for variation source identification in literatures can be classified into two categories: data-driven methods and engineering-driven methods. Data-driven methods do not require a priori engineering knowledge about the relationships between KPC measurements and variation sources. The assumed underlying model is
where y and v are the same as that defined in Eq. (1). Vector u s (u s 2 < sÂ1 ) represents the s actual variation sources that present in a MMP and exceed their predefined thresholds. Thus, u s is a subset of u in Eq. (1) and it is assumed that s < p. The s column vectors in matrix C s (C s 2 < pÂs ) are the SPVs corresponding to the variation sources of u s . Since no engineering knowledge is presumed, the values of elements in C s are unknown. When the KPC measurements are collected at the final stage of a MMP, the SPVs in C s can be estimated by using Bayesian network analysis [2] , principal component analysis [3, 4] , factor analysis [5, 6] , and independent component analysis [7] . The variation source identification is implemented by interpreting the estimated SPVs. This approach has two limitations. One limitation is that when multiple actual variation sources present in a MMP, the estimated set of SPVs are not unique, since s < p. The other limitation is that the estimated SPVs may sometimes differ from the true SPVs of the actual variation sources due to sample estimation uncertainty. This discrepancy may mislead interpretations and result in misidentification of variation sources.
Engineering-driven methods depend on the derivation of model (1) . The values of all SPVs defined in matrix C are derived according to the engineering knowledge of nominal product and process design [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Thus, variances of the elements in u can be calculated based on the collected KPC measurements y. The elements in u that have variances larger than predefined thresholds are identified as the actual variation sources [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In practice, the engineering knowledge needed for deriving model (1) may sometimes be either incomplete or inaccurate. Moreover, the process parameters may sometime deviate from their nominal values. Thus, the model coefficients C derived from the nominal design may not truly reflect the actual process parameters. Both situations may lead to inaccurate estimation of the variances of the elements in u. As a result, misidentification of the actual variation sources may occur. From this perspective, such an engineering-driven method based on model (1) is not robust to the uncertainty of coefficients in matrix C.
There is a need for a new systematic approach to identify variation sources by effectively integrating the engineering knowledge represented in a proper form, and in the meantime, taking into account the robustness issue of engineering-driven methods. Liu et al. [19] proposed an EDFA method, where the qualitative engineering knowledge represented by IVs of SPVs is used to guide the factor rotation. Therefore, it has the advantage of estimating the scaled SPVs without requiring an accurate engineering model. However, the primary challenge for implementing such an EDFA, as for other data-driven methods, is how to consider the sample estimation uncertainty. When the sample size of measurement data is small, the rotated factor loading elements estimated from the sample covariance matrix may significantly deviate from their true values. As a result, an estimated loading element may be different from zero even though its true value is zero. For instance, Fig. 2 shows the results of a case study on the MMP illustrated in Fig. 1 (the details will be discussed in Sec. 3). The estimated SPV is given by vectorĉ k . The absolute values of those elements, # T 's, in vectorĉ k are large enough to be considered as nonzero elements. Two predefined IVs are denoted by vectors IV i and IV j , of which only three parenthesized elements are different. By comparing only the relative magnitudes of those three corresponding elements inĉ k , it seems that IV j matchesĉ k better than IV i as 0.0010 is closer to 0 than À0.0284 and À0.0236. However, the Transactions of the ASME actual variation source in that process is P 1_Z , which corresponds to IV i , rather than IV j . This misidentification demonstrates the essential need to consider sample estimation uncertainty on EDFA for variation source identification. In this paper, a new method is proposed to explicitly consider the sample estimation uncertainty of EDFA for variation sources identification, which is performed by formulizing an asymptotic statistical testing on the hypothesized match between the rotated factor loading vectors and the predefined IVs. It will be demonstrated that the proposed method will have the advantage of improving the existing EDFA by reducing the misidentification rate, especially when the sample size is small.
The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed methodology with the development of its associated three functional modules, in which the major effort is devoted to the derivation of the asymptotic variancecovariance matrix of the factor loading elements estimated by the EDFA. The procedure of variation source identification based on the asymptotic statistical testing is also introduced. Section 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed methodology with a case study. Conclusions and future works are discussed in Sec. 4.
Methodology
The proposed methodology is based on the assumed model (2) . In this paper, the following assumptions are made for this model: (i) y represents the observable KPC measurements, following pdimensional normal distribution, i.e., y $ N p (l y ,R y ). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that l y ¼ 0 under the normal working
represents the actual variation sources, following s-dimensional (1 < s < p) normal distribution, i.e., u s $ N s (0, R us ); (iii) it is reasonable to assume that R us is a diagonal matrix because that variation sources, e.g., fixture locating pins, are often fabricated, installed and maintained separately for different stations and thus are independent of each other;
is an unknown constant p Â s matrix, with column vector c r being the true SPV that represents the linear impacts of u r on y, r ¼ 1, 2,…, s; and (v) the measurement errors represented by v are independent of the variation sources u s , and follow a p-dimensional normal distribution, i.e., v $ N p (0,R v ). It is assumed that measurement errors are independent of each other and have the same variance magnitude, i.e., R v ¼ r 2 I p , where r 2 is a constant scalar and I p is a p Â p identity matrix.
The proposed variation identification method is developed with three functional modules, including (i) estimating the scaled SPVs with the rotated factor loading vectors derived by EDFA, (ii) evaluating asymptotic variability of the rotated factor loading vectors, and (iii) testing the hypothesized match to identify the actual variation sources. The details of each module will be discussed in Secs. 2.1-2.3.
Basis of Engineering-Driven Factor Analysis With
Sample Data. The objective of the EDFA method is to estimate scaled c r 's, r ¼ 1,…, s, without directly measuring u s [19] . The sample covariance matrix of KPC measurements, y, can be approximated with the eigen-decomposition as
where the estimate of initial loading matrixL is defined asL 
s is the number of actual variation sources and is determined by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [5] ;r 2 is the estimate of the variance of measurement errors.l r 's are the eigenvalue-normed eigenvectors [20] , i.e.,l
It has been shown that that the SPVs of the variation sources are imbedded in the measurement data and span the same linear space of the eigenvectors of R y , i.e., span{l 1 l 2 :::
, where l r 's are the eigenvalue-normed eigenvectors of the population covariance matrix R y . l r 's can be consistently estimated byl r 's defined in Eq. (5).
For variation source identification, the objective of factor rotation is to obtain the right loading structures that best estimate the scaled SPVs. Assume there are M potential variation sources, each of which has an IV denoted as s m , m ¼ 1,…, M. As aforementioned, an IV consists of restricted elements (i.e., elements equal to 0) and unrestricted elements (i.e., elements equal to 1). When the number of variation sources s is determined based on AIC, a combination of s IVs will be selected to form an indicator matrix, T c , where
C is the total number of possible IV combinations with
, C is the number of possible ways to select s IVs from that of M potential variation sources. The indicator matrix of combination c will be used to guide the factor rotation and obtain the corresponding rotated factor loading matrixL c Ã , wherê
Liu et al. [19] developed the indicator-vector-guided factor rotation (IVGFR) technique by introducing the concept of restricted loading element as follows (Chap. 6 of Ref. [22] ). DEFINITION 1. For a rotated factor loading matrixL c Ã , a restricted loading element is defined as an element,l The determination of the rotation matrix R c of a given IV combination c, is formulated as an optimization problem to find an optimal R c to minimize the sum of square of the restricted loading elements, and at the same time, keep the norm of the loading vectors unchanged. The optimal solution of R c can be obtained by applying Lagrangian multiplier method, i.e.,
where a r,c is the Lagrangian multiplier to determine the weight for the rth column of R c . The detail procedure for solving R c in Eq. (7) can be found in Ref. [19] . When the combination of IVs in T c Fig. 2 Matching of estimated SPV with IVs belongs to the actual variation sources, Q c will be ideally equal to zero. Since the rotated loading vectors,l Ã r;c 's, are estimated from S y , these vectors will randomly deviate from l Ã r;c 's, which are derived from the eigenvalue-normed eigenvectors, l r 's, of the population covariance matrix R y. This type of deviations may make the restricted loading elements inl Ã r;c 's not exactly equal to zero, and thus Q c calculated by using the correct IV combination (associated to the actual variation sources) may deviate from its ideal zero value and may sometimes be even larger than another Q c' calculated from a wrong IV combination. This indicates that the sample induced variability ofl Ã r;c 's may lead to misidentification of the actual variation sources, and such a misidentification rate will deteriorate as the sample size is decreased. Therefore, it is essential to develop a new variation sources identification method that is robust to the sampling uncertainty of the rotated factor loading elements.
Asymptotic
Ã , such as 0.0010, may be significantly different from zero if its corresponding standard error is also small. Thus, it is essential to estimates the sampling variability of the rotated factor loading elements. In a landmark series of articles, Jennrich and his colleagues proposed the general framework for deriving the asymptotic standard errors of rotated factor loading elements [23] [24] [25] . In this paper, this framework is adopted to analytically derive the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the factor loading elements obtained from IVGFR as formulated in Eq. (7).
For a specific IV combination c, c ¼ 1,2,…, C, the true rotated factor correlation matrix is define as U c ¼ (/ uv,c ), where
and u,v ¼ 1, 2,…, s. It should be noted that U c is a function ofL, since the rotation matrix is based onL defined in Eq. (4). As matrix U c is a correlation matrix, its diagonal elements must be equal to 1, i.e.,
where the function diag(A) keeps the diagonal elements of a square matrix A and sets all its off-diagonal elements to zeros. Assuming that h c has a differential dh c at L, the true initial loading matrix, then dh c is a linear transformation that maps p Â s matrices into p Â s matrices and this linear mapping approximates h c at L. It is noted that this true initial loading matrix is derived from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the population covariance matrix of y, as similarly defined in Eq. (4). Based on the standard asymptotic theory, it yields ffiffi ffi n pL
where "¼ a " indicates that the difference between the two sides of Eq. (10) approaches zero in probability "1" as the sample size n approaches infinity. L c Ã is the true rotated factor loading matrix andL c Ã is its asymptotically normal estimate. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix ofL c Ã can be obtained from that ofL. In terms of the partial derivatives of the function h c i; j; m; n ¼ 1; 2; …; p; and r; q; x; y ¼ 1; 2; …; s
where acovðl mx ;l ny Þ is the asymptotic covariance between two elements of the initial factor loading vectors (defined in Eq. (5)). It has been given by Girshick [26] as
and
The partial derivative @h ir;c =@l jq is needed to evaluate the asymptotic variances and covariance ofl Ã ir;c 's. For the factor rotation, function h c is a straightforward linear function transforminĝ L toL Ã c with rotation matrix R c , as similarly defined in Eq. (6). However, according to the IVGFR algorithm, R c itself is also the result of an implicit function ofL. Thus, the function h c is not given explicitly in terms ofL and it is difficult to explicitly derive its partial derivatives with respect tol ir 's. In this paper, those partial derivatives will be derived by means of the implicit differentiation as follows. Suppose that
where w c ¼ ðw uv;c Þ is an s(s-1)-dimensional constraint being satisfied by rotation function h c . We can differentiate the relationships defined in Eqs. (6), (8), (9), and (14) to get dL c Ã in terms of dL. The solution will define the differential dh c . The required partial derivatives of h c with respect to an initial factor loading elements inL is defined in the coordinate form as @h ir;c =@l jq ¼ dh ir;c Jðj; qÞ ð Þ
where J(j,q) is an elementary p Â s matrix whose (j,q)th element is one and other elements are zeros. In a matrix form, Eq. (15) can also be written as
where H c is a ps Â ps matrix whose column index and row index are defined according to the lexicographic order. Jennrich [24] viewed the general solution of dh c as a composition of four linear transformations and expressed the matrix H c in the form of
B c is a ps Â ps matrix defined as
where d ij is a Kronecker delta and R qr,c is the (q,r)th element of rotation matrix R c . C c is a ps Â ss matrix whose elements are defined as 
where 
Since the constraint w c is a function ofL c Ã and R c , it depends on the specific rotation algorithm used. In the coordinate form, it is defined as
where Q c is the optimization index used in finding the rotation matrix R c , / vr,c is the (v,r)th element of matrix U À1 c . For IVGFR used in this paper, Q c is given in formulation (7) for a specific IV combination c. Thus, the partial derivative of Q c is
Thus, from Eqs. (22) and (23), the constraint functions in the coordinate form are
And their partial derivatives can be derived as 
The partial derivatives of the constraints defined in Eqs. (25) and (26) can be plugged into C c and D c to get partial derivatives of h c , as defined in Eq. (16) . Then, the elements of H c will be used in Eq. (11) to calculate the asymptotic variance-covariance of l Ã ir;c 's. For a given T c , it is easy to definê
whereĝ c Ã 2 < psÂ1 and is ps-dimensional asymptotically normally distributed with the mean at its own true vector, g c Ã , and the asymptotic covariance matrix as 
Statistical
Testing for Variation Source Identification. The variation source identification based on EDFA is implemented by checking the hypothesized match between the restricted loading elements and the restricted elements in IVs. The potential variation sources whose IVs achieve the best match are identified as the actual variation sources. Liu et al. [19] evaluated this match by Q c but did not consider the impact of sampling uncertainty. Because both the asymptotic distributions and the variancecovariance matrix of alll Ã ir;c 's have been derived, the hypothesized match can be formulated as a statistical test with respect only to those restricted loading elements. DEFINITION 2. for a given T c , a restricted loading vector is defined asĝ 
i.e.,ĝ
For a given T c , the matching between the restricted loading elements and the restricted elements is formulated as a hypothesis test, i.e., is not rejected, it indicates that there is no significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the restricted loading elements are simultaneously equal to zeros, i.e., it cannot reject the null hypothesis that the rotated factor loading vectors match the SPVs specified by T c . Thus, the variation sources combination c will be identified as the actual variation sources. In a summary, the variation sources identification is based on the EDFA and the statistical test of the restricted loading vectors. The general procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 , and it includes four major steps as follows: S1: The principal component decomposition will be performed based on the KPC measurement data and sample variancecovariance matrix, S y . The number of significant variation sources, s, will be determined according to AIC. Initial loading vectors inL will be calculated from eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S y . S2: Initial loading vectors will be rotated with IVGFR and the given T c . The rotated loading matrix,L c Ã , rotation matrix, R c , and the optimization index, Q c , will be used to evaluate the sampling variability ofL c Ã in S3. S3: Asymptotic variance-covariance matrix ofL c Ã will be calculated according to Eq. (11). The partial derivatives of the rotation function h c are derived by the general implicit differentiation method and the specific constraint function for IVGFR, as defined in Eqs. (22)- (26) . S4: The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the rotated factor loading elements will be used to conduct a statistical test to check the match between the restricted loading vectors, as defined in Eq. (29), and the predefined IVs. When the null hypothesis in Eq. (31) is not rejected, the variation sources of combination c are identified as the actual variation sources. Otherwise, the procedure will continue to explore other IV combinations.
Case Study
A case study on the process shown in Fig. 1 is conducted to demonstrate the capability of the proposed approach. Table 1 summarizes the process by listing the assembly operations and the fixturing schemes. The potential variation sources are the random variations of the four-way pins along X-direction and Z-direction, and that of the two-way pins along Z-direction. For simplicity, only the fixture locator pins used in stages 1 and 2 are considered and thus there are 12 potential variation sources. According to the engineering knowledge of the relationships between variation sources and KPC measurements, 12 IVs are formed. For instance, the IV for the variation source P 1 along Z-direction is
T , while that for the variation sources P 3 along Zdirection is s P3 z ¼ ½ 0
T . A Monte Carlo simulation is performed to generate measurement data based on the linear model (1), where the matrix C is derived with the state space modeling technique introduced in Ref. [9] . Corresponding to the 12 potential variation sources, matrix C contains 12 SPVs, describing the impacts of the variation sources on the variations of KPC measurements. The input vector u follows a normal distribution, i.e., u $ N(0 12 ,R u ). It is assumed that no variation source is manifested as a mean-shift, i.e., l u ¼ 0 12 . The diagonal elements of matrix R u are the variances of the variation sources, with the value of 0.1 denoting the normal inherent variation level specified by the fixture design tolerance. In this case study, the four-way pin P 1 used in the first stage and the four-way pin P 3 used in the second stage introduce abnormally large variances, both along Z-directions, as shown in Fig. 1 . Correspondingly, the second (P 1_Z ) and the fifth (P 3_Z ) diagonal elements of R u are 0.6 and 0.5, respectively, whereas the other diagonal elements of R u are set to be 0.1. The measurement error vector v follows a normal distribution, i.e., v~N(0 38 ,R v ), where R v is a 38 Â 38 diagonal matrix with all diagonal elements equal to 0.001.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in identifying multiple variation sources, a sample of 150 observations (cars) are simulated with above parameters. The sample covariance is denoted as S 150 . Following the procedure proposed in Sec. 2.2, the EDFA was conducted to identify the variation sources by estimating the scaled SPVs. The number of significant variation sources that are detected based on AIC criterion is equal to 2 (i.e., s ¼ 2). When the combination of the second (P 1_z ) and the fifth (P 3_z ) potential variation sources are selected to form a T c , c ¼ 14, the rotated factor loading vectors are obtained and listed in Table 2 and P 3_z are identified as the actual variation sources.
The analytically derived asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the restricted loading vector is also validated with a simulation of 10,000 replications. The aforementioned sample covariance S 150 is used as a population variance-covariance matrix of y to generate measurements, in which EDFA is performed 10,000 times with given s P1 z and s P3 z . The rotated loading vectors are recorded and the sample variance-covariance matrix of As shown in Fig. 4 , the standardized rotated factor loading vectors calculated froml shows that all the features on part B, F 3 -F 16 , deviate from their nominal positions along circles centered at slot S 2 , while the features on Part A and Part C are not affected. This pattern indicates that P 3 used in stage 1 has an abnormally large variation along Z direction. In practice, although their true SPVs are unknown, the variation sources identification result can still be justified by visualizing and interpreting the geometric implications of the estimated SPVs. Those estimated SPVs can also be used to update engineering domain knowledge about the complex interrelationships between process variation sources and KPC variances.
The robustness of the proposed method (denoted as method 2) to sample estimation uncertainty was compared with that of the method introduced by Liu et al. [19] (denoted as method 1). Different from method 2, method 1 does not explicitly consider the impact of sampling uncertainty. Identification of variation sources, P 1_z and P 3_z , were performed for a set of seven different scenarios with different sample size of 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000, respectively. In each scenario, 1000 replicates of the variation sources identification were conducted using these two methods. Their performances are compared with respect to the misidentification rate, which is defined as the number of misidentified cases over the total number of replicates. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the proposed statistical-testing-based method, method 2, consistently outperforms method 1, especially under a small sample size. Specifically, when the sample size is large, e.g., n ¼ 2000, the methods 1 and 2 have comparable performance. However, when the sample size is small, e.g., n ¼ 50, the misidentification rate of method 1 is significantly larger than that of method 2. This is because the variances and/or covariances of the rotated factor loading elements are inversely related to the sample size n. A small sample size leads to a large variance of the loading estimation, which may make the rotated loading vectors significantly deviate from the true SPV. As a result, Q c , which corresponds to the correct combination of variation sources, will high likely deviate significantly from zero. As a result, method 1 deteriorates to a high misidentification rate over 20%. In contrast, the proposed method 2 can explicitly consider the sampling uncertainty by quantifying its variation with the asymptotic variance-covariance coefficients, thus, achieving the robust misidentification rate around 6%.
Conclusion
EDFA is an statistical method for identifying the actual variation sources in MMPs by integrating qualitative engineering domain knowledge and multivariate statistical analysis. However, when the sample size of the measurement data is limited by the cost and time constraints, its effectiveness will be impaired due to sample estimation uncertainty. This paper investigates the asymptotic variability of the rotated factor loading elements derived from sample variance-covariance matrix. The asymptotic multivariate distribution and corresponding parameters, i.e., mean vector and variance-covariance matrix of rotated factor loading elements, are analytically derived for the IVGFR method. Based on this derivation, variation sources identification is formulated as an asymptotic statistical test on the hypothesized match between the rotated factor loading elements and the restricted elements predefined in IVs. A procedure based on the EDFA and the statistical testing is proposed for the variation source identification in MMPs. The proposed method will significantly reduce the misidentification rate, especially when the sample size of measurement data is small. The effectiveness and the advantages of the proposed method have been demonstrated by a case study of a three-stage assembly process.
The identifiability or diagnosability of the method may be impaired by the special structure of the IVs. For instance, if the restricted elements in the IV of a potential variation source are a subset of that in the IV of another variation source, or two IVs are different in very few (e.g., only one) elements, both variation sources may be identified as the actual variation sources but the misidentification rate will be increased. Specifically, it is possible to generate two types of errors, i.e., (i) the null hypothesis corresponding to the IV of the actual variation source is rejected, or (ii) the null hypothesis corresponding to the IV of a nonfaulty variation source is not rejected. These two types of errors are equivalent to the type-I error and type-II error, respectively, and thus their probabilities can be evaluated accordingly. One solution of increasing the sensitivity of the test is to adjust the level of the test based on x c defined in Eq. (32). Future research is needed to identify the potential combinations of such unidentifiable variation sources subsets and the corresponding IVs.
